Tel: 05 56 82 01 80

CAMPING COQ HARDI 33138 CASSY LANTON

fax: 05 56 82 82 93

Situated on the Arcachon Basin, on an surface area of 80.000 m², there are only 450 camping places, making them
very spacious. A family campsite that benefits from the invigorating but also relaxing sea air brought in by the tides.
It is a paradise for children, and a haven of peace for parents.

The campsite has 4 dictincts areas.
"Chênaie" for those wanting peace and quiet with siestas in the shade of century old trees. Sector F, H, E, D
(quiet)
"Pinède" situated close to the swimming pools, a harmonious combination of shade and sunshine,where you
are also allowed to idle your time away. Sector B (animate/quiet)
"Plage", where the sun god rules, except by the sea where the shade of the tamarisk trees offer some respite,
peace and quiet and sunshine are guaranteed. Sector G (quiet)
"Entrée", oaks and pines, activities during the day and shows at night, the ideal place, if you wish for
a lively holiday. Sector A (animate) C (quiet)

Here are some of the activities avalaible at the campsite.
Every evening at 21h there is an attraction: circus, puppet, magic show, dancing , variety show , orchestra ,
karaoke , dance troupe, bingo, etc... From 10 h to 19h, various activities are avalaible for everyone, adults and
children alike. Every week during the season we organise an "It's a knockout" competition. Mini-Firm with Hens,
Ducks, Rabbits, dwarf Horse, dwarf Goats, and well on Bold Cock. Circuit of cars remote-controlled. In
addition the campsite is equiped with 3 play areas, "boules", volley ball, badminton, table tennis, a multi-sports
court (basketball for adults and children, handball, mini-football), a games room (billards, videos flippers, table
football),room of back in shape, saunas. .We also have a room for children over 13 years and a room for under 13
years, equipped whith video console, fun games , construction games , books and puzzles . Access is free and we
show cartoons and organise activities there. We lend against a guarantee of the board games, balloons, rackets, ect.
Paying activities: bingo, contest of game of bowls, dancing meal (paella, mould-chips), canoe-kayak, paintball.

A sun terrace with different swimming pools offers extensive views over the Arcachon Basin. A
paddling pool for babies and toddlers(50 cm), medium pool for beginners( 80 cm) and a large
pool(180 cm). A bar for drinks and ice-cream is avalaible adjacent to the pool. Water games are
organised two or three times a week. BOXER SHORT AND BERMUDAS ARE PROHIBED.
A Pentagliss toboggan 3 tracks and an I-Slide toboggan of 35 meters.
There is also a grocer's, a place to eat, a bar with a terrace (shows in the evenings). A few minutes
walk will take you to the towns of CASSY and TAUSSAT where there area variety of shops.
We now offer you the opportunity to look at place of interest and activities in our region .Closeby you will find tennis, cycling routes, harbours, sailing school, beach club, gym, boat trips, seafood
tasting, nature reserve, beaches, bingo, betting, doctors, chemists....Less than 4 km away a 5 hole
golf course, horse-riding, coastlinewalk, health circuit, fishing, library, flying club, supermarkets,
casino, one arm bandits, boules, cinema, enormous pine forests.
Less than 4 km away a 5 hole golf course, horse -riding, coastline walk, health circuit, fishing,
library, flying club, supermarkets, casino, one arm bandits, boules, cinema, enormous pine forests
The travel to come in our campsite.
Motorway PARIS-BORDEAUX (A 10), direction MERIGNAC (A 630), Exit 10 direction
MÉRIGNAC/CAP-FERRET, direction MARTIGNAS / CAP FERRET (D 213), direction
ANDERNOS /CAP-FERRET (D 106), then direction CASSY( D 3, not the first exit).
Motorway TOULOUSE-BORDEAUX (A 62), Exit 15 direction ARCACHON / BAYONNE (A 63),
direction FACTURE / ARCACHON (A 66), direction FACTURE / CAP FERRET (D 3),
then direction CASSY.
Motorway BAYONNE-BORDEAUX (A 63), direction FACTURE / ARCACHON (A 66), direction
FACTURE / CAP-FERRET (D 3), direction AUDENGE / CAP-FERRET ( D 3),

direction LANTON (D 3), then direction CASSY.

